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Abst ract - -Based on the monotonicity properties of solutions of a recurrence relation, we derive 
several oscillation criteria for a related neutral difference equation with delay. 
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Qualitative behavior of solutions of neutral difference quations has received considerable interest 
recently (see, e.g., [1-6]). This note is concerned with the oscillatory behavior of the solutions of 
a class of neutral equations of the form 
A(yn - PnYn-~) + qnYn-~" = 0, n -- 0, 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  (1) 
where a is a positive and T is a nonnegative integer, {Pn} is a real sequence, and {q,~} is a real 
nonnegative sequence. The forward difference A is defined as usual; i.e., Axk = Xk+l -- xk. 
Let # = max{a, T}. Then by a solution of (1), we mean a real sequence {Yn} which is defined 
for n > -# and which satisfies equation (1) for n > 0. By writing equation (1) in the form 
X 0 of a recurrence relation, it is clear that if { n}n=-~ is given, then equation (1) has a unique 
solution {xn} satisfying these initial values. A solution {xn} of (1) is said to be eventually 
positive if x~ > 0 for all large n, and eventually negative if xn < 0 for all large n. It  is said 
to be oscillatory if it is neither eventually positive nor eventually negative. It is clear that the 
behavior of solutions of (1) depends on the integers ~r, T and on the sequences {p~} as well 
as {qn}. We will be concerned with conditions which are sufficient for all solutions of (1) to be 
oscillatory. Our results are motivated by several recent ones which were derived by assuming 
that the sequence {Pn} is identically one. In particular, one is the following interesting result [6]. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose Pn = 1 and qn >_ 0 t'or n >_ O, and 
oo  oo  
nqn ~ qj ---- oc; (2) 
n=O 3~n 
then every solution of (1) is oscillatory. 
We will make clear why the above theorem holds by means of the monotonicity behavior of 
solutions of the following associated recurrence relation: 
A(y~ - PnY~-~) + qny,~-~ _< 0, n = 0, 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  (3) 
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As side products, we will then be able to derive several additional results which are interesting 
in their own right. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose qn ~ 0 and is not identically zero for all large n. Suppose further that there 
is an integer N > 0 such that PN+ka ~ 1 for k >_ O; then for any eventually positive solution {xn} 
of the relation (3), the sequence {zn} defined by 
Zn --- Xn -- pnxn-a, n >_ 0 (4) 
will satisfy zn > 0 and Az~ < 0 for all large n. 
PROOF. It is clear from (3) that Az~ < 0 and is not identically zero for all large n. Consequently, 
zn is eventually positive or eventually negative. Suppose to the contrary that x,~ > 0, Az,~ < 0 
and z,~ < 0 for n > T; then z~ < ZT < 0 for n > T. By choosing k* so large that N + k*a > T, 
we see from (4) that 
XN-Fk*a+ja ~ ZN+k*a4-ja "~- PN+k*cr-i-ja XNWk*a-F(j-1)a 
<~_ ZT -~- XNTk*crT( j -1)a = ZT -~- ZN+k*a+(j -1)a -b PN+k*a+( j -1)a  XNTk*a+( j -2 )a  
• "" ~_ (j ~- 1)ZT -t- XT+k*cr, j >>_ O. 
By letting j tend to infinity, we see that the right hand side diverges to -co ,  which is contrary 
to our assumption that xn > 0 for n >_ T. | 
LEMMA 2. Suppose p ,  > 1, qn ~- 0 for n >_ 0 such that (2) holds; then for any eventualfy positive 
solution {xn} of(3), the sequence { zn } defined by (4) satisfies zn < 0 and Azn <_ 0 for all large n. 
PROOF. It is clear from (1) and (2) that Azn ~ 0 and is not identically zero for all large n. 
Consequently, zn is eventually positive or eventually negative. Suppose to the contrary that 
xn > O, Azn <_ 0 and zn > 0 for n > T; then in view of (4), we see that xn > pnxn-~ >_ xn- ,  > 0 
for n > T +a.  Thus, xn >_ min{xT- , ,XT-~+l  . . . .  ,XT-1} --- M >0 for n >__ T + 2a, from which 
we may conclude that 
Azn + Mqn <_ Azn + qnXn-~- ~_ O, (5) 
for n greater than or equal to some integer F. By summing (5) from n to oo, we then see that 
oo 
zn >_ M ~-~ qj, n ~ F, 
j=n 
which implies, in view of (4), that 
oo oo 
x~>_p~xn_~+M~qj>x~_~+M~qj ,  n>F.  (6) 
j=n j=n 
Note that each integer k > F + a can be expressed as F + ia + a for some integer i > 1 and some 
integer a satisfying 0 _ a < a. Thus, in view of (6), 
OG OG 
xk~xk-a+M~-~qj~_xa-2a+M ~ q j+MZq j 
j=k 3=k-er j=k 
oG (x~ 
>. . .  > + iM qj > iM q3. 
j=k j=k 
In particular, when k = n - ~- is expressed as F + i(n)(r + a (n), we have 
oo oo 
zn-r  >_ i (n) M ~ qj > i (n) M ~ q3, 
?=n--r j=n 
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so that 
o~ 
Azn + i(n)Mqn E qJ <- Azn + qnXn--r = 0 
j~n 
(7) 
holds for n greater than or equal to some integer A. Note that i(n)/n ---* 1/a as n --* oo, it follows 
that there is some integer which we may, without any loss of generality, assume as A, such that 
i (n) > n/(2a) for n > A. Thus, we may infer from (7) that 
oo  
n Eq  j <0,  Azn + ~aq~M 
j=n 
n>_A. 
Summing the above inequality from n -- A to c~, we get 
oo  oo  
E nqo Eqo < 
n=A j=n 
which is contrary to our hypothesis. | 
It is now clear from Lemmas 1 and 2 that the theorem stated above holds, for if there were 
an eventually positive solution {xn} of (1), then the sequence {zn} defined by (4) would be 
simultaneously positive and negative for all large n. There are several additional applications of 
Lemmas 1 and 2. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose qn >- 0 for n >_ 0 such that (2) holds and suppose there is an integer 
N > 0 such that PN+kr ~-- 1 for k ~_ O. Suppose further that Pn-rqn ~ qn-a for all large n. Then, 
every solution of (1) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that {xn} is an eventually positive solution of (1). Then, in 
view of Lemma 1, the sequence {zn} defined by (4) satisfies zn > 0 and Azn < 0 for all large n. 
In view of (1), 
0 = Azn-a  + qn-aXn-a-~- ~- Azn-a  + Pn- rqnXn-a - r  
holds for all large n. Subtracting this inequality from (1), we see that 
Azn - Azn-~ + q,~xn-~ - Pn-~q,~xn-~-r = A(zn - z,~_~,) + qnzn-r <_ 0 
holds eventually. But then by Lemmas 1 and 2, the sequence {zn - zn-~} is simultaneously 
positive and negative for all large n. This contradiction completes our proof. | 
In case the assumption qn-~ <_ Pn-rqn does not hold for all large n, we may check if there is 
some a E [0, 1) such that aqn-~ <_ P~-~qn for all large n. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose qn >- 0 for n > 0 and suppose there is an integer N > 0 such that 
PN+kr --~ 1 for k >_ O. Suppose further that there is some number c~ E [0, 1) such that aqn-~ <- 
Pn-~q,~ for all large n. Then, every solution of (1) is oscillatory provided that the recurrence 
relation 
qn wn-(T-~) <_ O, n >_ 0 (8) Awn + 1 - (~ 
does not have an eventually positive solution. 
PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that {xn} is an eventually positive solution of (1). Then, in 
view of Lemma 1, the sequence {zn} defined by (4) satisfies zn > 0 and Az~ < 0 for all large n. 
Note that we may deduce from (1) that 
0 = c~AZn-a + ~qn-aXn- r -a  ~-- o~AZn-a + qnPn-rXn-~'-a 
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for all large n. Thus, subtracting the above inequality from (1), we see that 
A(zn - c~zn_~) + q,~zn--~ < 0 
for all large n. In view of Lemma 1, the sequence {wn} defined by 
Wn = Zn -- ~zn-a,  n > 0 
satisfies wn > 0 for all large n. Furthermore, since Az~ < 0 eventually, we see that 
wn <_ zn-~ - az~_~ = (1 - a)z~_~, 
and thus, 
Zn- r  : Z (n+a- r ) -a  > Wn- ( r -a )  
- 1 - a  ' 
for all large n. As a consequence, {wn} is an eventually positive solution of the relation (8). This 
is contrary to our assumption. | 
We remark that several explicit conditions have already been established which ensure that (8) 
cannot have an eventually positive solution. A sample of these conditions can be found in the 
recent book by GySri and Ladas [2, Chapter 7]. 
We remark further that it is implicit that the sequence {Pn) is eventually nonnegative in 
Theorem 3. In case {Pn} is eventually nonpositive, we have the following variant. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose qn >- 0 and Pn ~-- 0 for all large n. Suppose further that there is a 
nonnegative number a such that -Pn-~qn <- aqn-~ for all large n. Then every solution of  (1) is 
oscillatory provided the following recurrence relation 
qn 
Aw,~ + -i---~wn_(.~_,,) < O, n > O, (9) 
does not have an eventually positive solut ion. 
PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that {xn} is an eventually positive solution of (1). Then, in 
view of Lemma 1, the sequence {z~} defined by (4) satisfies z~ > 0 and Azn <_ 0 for all large n. 
Note that we may deduce from (1) that 
: 0 = aAzn-a  + aqn-axn-~--,~ > aAzn-a  - qnPn---rXn-r-a (10) 
for all large n. Thus, adding the above inequality to (1), we see that 
A(zn + azn-a)  -4- qnzn-r  <_ 0 
for all large n. In view of Lemma 1, the sequence {wn} defined by 
Wn ~ Zn -I- OtZn--a, n ~__ 0 
satisfies w= > 0 for all large n. Furthermore, since Az= < 0 eventually, we see that 
w= _< z=_¢ + az=_~ = (1 + a)z=_¢, 
and thus, 
Zn--r : Z(n+a--r)--a :> Wn--('r--a) 
- l+a  
for all large n. As a consequence, {wn} is an eventually positive solution of the relation (9). This 
is contrary to our assumption. | 
In case the assumption that qn ~- 0 can be strengthened to qn > 0, we have the following result. 
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THEOREM 5. Suppose qn > 0 and Pn <- 0 for all large n. Suppose further that there is a 
nonnegative number a such that 
l imsup -Pn-rqn < c~. 
n--oo qn-~ 
Then, every solution of (1) is oscillatory provided the recurrence relation 
an 
Awn + 1 + a +------e wn- ( r -a )  < 0, e > 0, n _> 0, (11) 
does not have an eventually positive solution. 
The proof amounts to noting that  (10) can now be replaced by 
Pn-Tqn -- 
Az,~ ~z,~ + qnZn-r < AZn + (a + e)Azn + qnZn-~ <_ 0 
qn--  ¢Y 
for all large n, where e is the positive number in (11), and then repeating the same arguments as 
before. 
Our final result deals with the case Pn -> 1. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose Pn >- 1, qn >- 0 for n >_ 0 such that (2) holds. Suppose further that 
there is a number a >_ 1 such that Pn-rqn <- aqn-a for all large n; then every solution of  (1) is 
oscillatory. 
PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that  {xn} is an eventually positive solution. Then, in view of 
Lemma 2, the sequence {zn} defined by (4) satisfies zn < 0 and Azn _< 0 for all large n. Note 
that  we may deduce from (1) that 
0 = veAzn-a + ~qn-aXn-a-r  ~ veAzn-a + Pn-rqnXn-a-r .  
By subtracting the above inequality from (1), we see that  
A(zn - azn-~) + qnzn-~ >_ 0 
for all large n. This implies that  the eventually positive sequence {-zn}  satisfies (3), which 
contradicts the assertion in Lemma 2. | 
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